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found the eggs split and frozen hard as granite pebbles. It was
beyond the power of human jaws to crack them. The sandwiches
were also frozen stiff. They were still edible, but the bread squeaked
as we chewed it
At Eighty-seven Forty-four Nobile reduced speed for a few
minutes and descended within a few hundred feet of the ice.
Though we were some few miles east of the place where we had
come down in the Dornier-Wals, it was essentially the same region
that had so nearly swallowed us up. We called to Omdal, and he
clambered down from the rigging to stare with us at the ferocious
scene below—exactly as it had been: tumbled ice, pressure ridgesj
inadequate leads. I think everyone aboard the Norge shared the
satisfaction of four of us that we were not now in aeroplanes.
Exactly as it had "been, even to the fog. A black bank lay ahead
of us. We climbed and eventually rose to 3,000 feet to surmount
the woolly sea, in which the sun haloed the dirigible's shadow with
a huge complete rainbow. It had taken us twelve hours to fly from
Spitzbergen to the scene of our former disaster. The sun had
completed its southern swing and was in the north-west quadrant.
As we flew over the fog it drew closer and closer to the north.
The fog dismayed us. Was it to continue for the rest of the
voyage? If so, we might reach Alaska without knowing whether
any land masses lay on the American side of the Arctic. For three
hours, our speed now checked by a north-west head wind, we
fled above this great fog-bank. Our only consolation was that
the breeze would be a tail wind when we turned for Alaska,
Stavanger, in fact, was assuring us by radio that we would have
such a wind.	,
The sun was almost due north, and we kept watching the chrono-
meters for midnight. The moment came, and I started a new day
in my diary—May 12. May 12? In the bustle and absorption of
getting away on our flight, I had forgotten the significance to me
of May 12. My birthday—I was forty-six years old! Ramm, the news
hawk, heard my exclamation and sent a dispatch about it. A little
later I received a radiogram of congratulation signed 'Tour friends
in Kings Bay."
About this time another personal dispatch came aboard the Norge.
It was for Gottwaldt, informing him that the king had that day

